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I. INTRODUCTION

The excitation of broad hadronic resonances in nuclei by isoscalar projectiles has been studied
intensively in recent years [1] - [5]. The inelastic interaction of isoscalax projectiles (as a or d)
with a proton holds the prospect of isolating isobar excitations according to their isospin. The
simplest process is the one where the target is excited to an isobar which then must have 1=1/2;
it must occur through isoscalar meson exchange. There is also the possibility that the excitation
occurs in the projectile through exchange of an isoscalar or an 1=1 meson, in the latter case the
A can also contribute (Fig. 1).

The interest of a study of the iV*(1440), the Roper resonance, excitation by isoscalar pro-
jectiles was revived several years ago, following the observation of isospin 1/2 excitation of the
proton in the region of the Roper resonance iV*(1440) in the inclusive p(a,a')X [4] and in
p(d, d')X reactions [5]. The contribution to the total cross section of inelastic (a, a ) and (d, d1)
scattering from the amplitude corresponding to A excitation is large at energies of several GeV.
Therefore, analysis of these processes in terms of the Roper resonance excitation is not free from
ambiguities. The deuterons, conserving all advantages of the isoscalar projectile, are spin-one
particles; therefore, using a polarized deuteron beam one can study polarization effects and
obtain new information about the hadronic resonances excitation.

The simplest polarization observable for p(d, d')X is the tensor analyzing power Ayy. It was
measured inclusively in Dubna and in Saclay in 1993-1994 [6], [7]. The experimental data show
that it increases with increasing of |i| almost linearly up to |f| ~ 0.3 (GeV/c)2 and decreases
at higher |£|. Such a behavior of the tensor analyzing power is fairly well reproduced in the
theoretical framework of the exchange of u meson in an algebraic collective model used for the
electroexcitation of nucleon resonances [8],[9]. In that approach the tensor analyzing power is
expected to be very sensitive to the isoscalar longitudinal form factor of the Roper resonance
excitation, while the others low mass nucleon resonances 511(1535), Z?i3(1520) and Sn(1650)
have only isovector longitudinal form factors [9]. This specific property of the Roper resonance
combined with the t dependence of the deuteron form factors determines the t behavior of the
tensor analysing power Ayy. An attempt to analyze the experimental data for the inclusive
p(d, d')X reaction in the framework of this model has been done in [10].

A guiding idea of present experiment was that by comparing single and. double pion final
states, one could distinguish the two reaction channels further. Indeed the free A does not decay
into two pions final state, whereas the N* resonances do. Selecting 2-pion events would have
the effect of eliminating 1=3/2 projectile excitation contributions.

In this article we present data for the tensor and vector analyzing powers in dp inelastic
scattering at kinetic energy T^ = 2430 MeV, what is very close to the iV*(1440) excitation
threshold (~ 30 MeV in the NN c.m.s.) 1. The scattered deuterons were registered at angles close
to 0.4°. The kinematic of the dp —> d'X reaction was almost collinear. The exclusive experiment
was performed at the SATURNE-II accelerator with the SPES4-TT setup. The experimental data
contain information about the following channels of the inelastic deuteron scattering on protons:

dp -> dpn° (1)

dp -)• dmx+ (2)

dp -> dNwn (3)

1 Deuteron is a weekly bound state so mainly only one of its nucleons participates in the interac-
tion. In pp (pp = Pi/2) kinematic, Tp =1215 MeV: T£™°%°.!d = 1138 MeV. In dp, Td = 2430 MeV:
Tiv"tN'd = 1 6 2 0 M e V '



The channels with one pion in the final state can occur both from the A and from the N*
resonance decays:

iV'(1440),

d* + n, d* -> d + TT+

where d* is the scattered deuteron with one of its nucleons excited in A state. It can result in
an interference effects in the region of the resonance overlapping.

The tensor and vector analyzing powers for different channels of (d, d') reaction have been
measured as functions of the squared deuteron 4-momentum transfer t, or the effective mass
of the binary subsystem (Nir) (see Fig. 2), and the pion emission angle in the reaction plane
relative to incident deuteron momentum. The kinematical region for d + p —> d + X reaction in
the (i — Mx) plane studied in this experiment is shown in Fig. 2.

II EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The SPES4-7T setup which was used in a series of experiments at SATURNE-II is shown in
Fig. 3. It consists of a large acceptance non-focusing magnetic spectrometer (magnet Tethys
and detectors: Forward (FS) and Lateral (LS) spectrometers) in combination with the high
resolution focusing magnetic spectrometer SPES4 [11]. Below we shall confine our consideration
to the Forward spectrometer only (described in detail in [12]), since the LS information was
not used in the present analysis. The particles of high momenta (in this experiment: <f) were
detected in SPBS4 while the secondary low momentum charged particles (protons and pions
from the reactions listed above) were detected in the non-focusing magnetic spectrometer FS.

SPES4. The SPES4 spectrometer is about 33 meter long and consists of four dipoles, six
quadrupoles and a correcting sextupole. Two scintillation hodoscopes I and F are located at
the intermediate and the final foci, respectively. The hodoscope in the intermediate focus /
consists of a row of scintillation counters while F consists of two rows of overlapping counters.
The following combinations of the signals from scintillation counters were used for the trigger:
SPES4= (/; n Fi) U (Ii PI Fj+i), where i is the counter number. Two 2-cm thick scintillators
(Ai5-detector) were placed after the hodoscope F to measure the detected particle ionization
loss. Usually two drift chambers (with four wire planes each) placed before the F-hodoscope
were used for the momentum reconstruction of scattered particle, but in this experiment these
chambers were not used and the deuteron momentum was reconstructed from the F-counter
numbers; the resulting momentum resolution was ~ 0.4% [13].

Particles were identified by time of flight and energy loss in the AF.-detector. This informa-
tion was used to separate deuterons from background protons from the elastic dp -» pd backward
scattering.

The angular acceptance of the spectrometer was ~ 3 x 10~4 sr.
In this experiment the outgoing beam was trapped after the first dipole of SPES4 by a 50

cm thick lead beam stopper. The directions of the outgoing beam and of the particle detected
in SPES4 were separated no more than 1° at the entrance of SPES4.

Tethys. The analyzing magnet Tethys was one of the two magnets that formed earlier the
CERN split field magnet. Its horizontally oriented pole face has the shape of a square with a
side of 100 cm; the pole aperture is 50 cm. The magnet was oriented with its iron yoke in the
direction of the incoming beam: a hole of 20 cm width and 10 cm height provided a free path
for the beam inside the magnet. Placed on air cushions, the magnet could be rotated around a
fixed point, thus permitting the alignment of the entry hole with the direction of the incoming



beam. The latter could be varied, thus allowing the selection of that part of the angular domain
of the reaction which one wanted to study. The 6 cm long liquid hydrogen (LH) target was
placed in the magnetic field approximately 25 cm after the entry hole.

The vertical component of the magnetic field was measured at three field strengths (6, 9,
12 kG), both in the median plane and in the plane 15 cm above the median plane. Prom the
measured field values, a 3-dimensional field map was constructed and extrapolated to a surface
4 x 3.7 m2 [14]. In this experiment three maximal values of the magnetic field were used: 7.892,
8.142, 8.418 KG, corresponding to three central momenta of the SPES4 2.85, 2.94, 3.04 GeV/c
respectively.

The Forward Spectrometer. The Forward spectrometer (FS) was designed and built by
the St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute group. The FS consisted of six drift chambers
(X1,Y1,U, V, Y2, X2) and a scintillator hodoscope placed behind the chambers. It was used for
triggering and for particle identification. The XI and XI coordinates defined the intersections
of the charged particle trajectory with the chamber planes in the horizontal direction, and the
Y\ and Y2 coordinates in the vertical one; in addition U and V planes, with wires inclined by an
angle of about ±10° to the vertical axis, helped resolve many-particle ambiguities. The active
area of the planes varied from 0.5x1.2 m2 (XI,Yl) to 0.7x 1.7 m2 (X2,Y2). The scattered
deuterons as well as the unscattered beam passed through a hole in each of the FS chambers
and the FS hodoscope into the SPES4 entrance. The size of these holes wass about 10x13 cm2

in the chambers and 20x30 cm2 in the hodoscope. Particles detected in the FS were identified
by the time of flight and the energy loss in the hodoscope.

The procedure of alignment of the FS and the momentum reconstruction algorithm are
described in [13],[14].

The beam and monitors. The deuteron beam polarization was changed in the usual
burst-to-burst mode; states 5, 6, 7, 8 (in SATURNE-II notations, see Table I), were used. The
sum of states "5+6" ("7+8") gives positive (negative) tensorially polarized beam without vector
polarization admixture.

Table I. Maximum values of the beam vector and tensor polarization parameters
for used beam polarization states at Saturne-II (taken from [19]).

Number of the beam
polarization state Tymax

+1 +1/3
+1 -1/3
-1 +1/3
-1 -1/3

The sum of "5+7" ("6+8") gives positive (negative) vectorially polarized beam without ten-
sorial admixture . The combinations "5+8" and "6+7" give unpolarized beam. The vector polar-
ization was normal to the plane containing the mean beam orbit of the accelerator. The beam po-
larization was measured periodically during the experiment with the SATURNE-II Low-Energy
polarimeter. The average beam polarizations were Pzz = 0.902 ± 0.015 and Pz = 0.311 ± 0.008
and \P+\ = |PJ | (\P$Z\ = \PZZ\).

The beam intensity was typically / ~ 106 deuterons/spill. It was monitored by three inde-
pendent monitors:
• a relative monitor, consisted of two independent detector arms each consisting of a telescope
of three small scintillation counters. Particles knocked out from a 250 mkm Ta foil placed in
the beam 5 m upstream the LH target were detected by each of arms independently.



• secondary emission chamber (CES). The beam traversed a metal foil, and the created free
electrons were collected on an anode. The number of secondary electrons is proportional to the.
beam intensity.
• a scintillation counter (SBEAM), operating at lowered voltage, which was placed in the direct
incoming beam just before the hole in the Tethys yoke; the thickness of this scinitllator was
about 0.5 cm.

These methods gave the relative beam intensity, but it was checked that they are consistent
with each other. In data analysis the relative beam intensity measured by SBBAM was used
because of the highest counting rate of this monitor, provided a minimal statistical errors being
so important in the polarization measurements. Its counting rate was found to be proportional
to the beam intensity. It was checked periodically by the measurement of the activation of the
thin carbon target inserted in the beam during 10 minutes. The ratios of the counting rates
of this monitor to the other ones were verified to be constant for all bursts used in the data
analysis.

Il l MEASURED QUANTITIES

The main goal of the present experiment was the measurement of the analyzing powers Ayy and
Ay for reactions (l)-(3). Following the Madison convention [15], a Cartesian coordinate system
was used with the z-axis along the incident beam, the j/-axis normal to the scattering plane (and
parallel to the direction of the incident deuteron spin quantization axis), the x- axis defined a
right-handed coordinate system. The cross-section of the dp inelastic scattering can then be
written as :

a±(d7r,t) = a°(9x,t)[l + ^Pz
±Ay(d7I,t) + ^Pzz

±Ayy(67r,t)}, (7)

where a0 and a± are the cross-sections for unpolarized and polarized beam; "+", "-", "0"
denote the corresponding beam polarization; Ay(9v,t) and Ayy(9^,t) are the vector and tensor
analyzing powers of the reaction; 9x is the horizontal pion emission angle, t is the deuteron
4-momentum transfer squared; P^z and P% are the beam polarizations where Z is related to
the polarized deuteron source coordinate system [15].

It is easy to solve equation (7) using the combination of the polarization states with tenso-
rially polarized beam without vector polarization admixture and the vectorially polarized beam
without tensor polarization admixture if \PZ\ = \PZ\ (\^zz\ = l-^zzD-

where a±
t:V are the cross-sections for the tensorially (vectorially) polarized beam.

In this experiment the tensor Ayy and vector Ay analyzing powers were calculated for each
selected reaction by the following way:

(11)

N5-N6-N7 + Ns

Here N$, iV6, N7 and Ns are the numbers of events detected at each beam polarization state
normalized to the corresponding beam intensities.



The last equation represents the false asymmetry. This asymmetry was checked for all reac-
tion channels and was consistent with zero in all cases, proving that the polarization observables
were under full control.

IV MEASUREMENTS

The measurements were done at the deuteron beam momentum 3.73 GeV/c with three dif-
ferent settings of the SPES4 and Tethys magnetic fields, to assure a complete coverage of the
Roper resonance mass region (Fig. 4). The central momentum settings of the SPES4 spec-
trometer were 2.85 GeV/c, 2.94 GeV/c and 3.04 GeV/c. The corresponding regions of the
4-momentum transfer squared t were: for 2.85 GeV/c -0.28 < t < -0.14, for 2.94 GeV/c -0.22
< t < -0.1, for 3.04 GeV/c -0.17 < /. < -0.07. The Tethys and SPES4 magnetic fields were
varied proportionally, assuring identical trajectories of the deuterons accepted by SPES4. The
field strengths were monitored by use of NMR probe with accuracy better than 1 Gauss.

The coincidences of signals from SPES4 (sec above) and the scintillation hodoscopes of the
FS were used for the trigger: SPES4 n (FS U LS).

For each setting background measurements with the empty target were performed periodi-
cally. The "full" to "empty'' event ratio, after all selection criteria were applied, amounted to
~ 20.

The summary of the main characteristics of the setup and the data taking is given in Table II.

Table II. Experimental and setup parameters.

Forward Spectrometer
Coordinate resolution a
Momentum resolution Sp/p
Horizontal angular resolution S8X

Vertical angular resolution 59y

SPES4
Momentum resolution Sp/p
Angular acceptance
Momentum acceptance Ap/p
Horizontal angular acceptance A6X

Vertical angular acceptance A9V

Beam and experimental parameters
Trigger
Missing mass resolution in the nucleon mass region
Full/empty target ratio for selected events
Deuteron beam momentum:
Average beam polarization Pzz
Average beam polarization Pz
Beam polarization control

Average beam intensity

~ 0.3 mm
- 5 %

~ 0.02 rad
~ 0.0014 rad

0.4%
3 x 10"' sr

±4%
(-0.0135 , 0.0185) rad

±0.0114 rad

SPES4 n (FS U LS)
~ 20 MeV/r/<:

~ 20
3.73 GeV/c

0.902 ± 0.015
0.311 ±0.008

Low energy polari meter
d(d,p)t , E,t = 400 KeV

~ 10B/spilI
Liquid hydrogen target dimensions length G cm ; diameter 3 cm



V DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Identification of the reaction channels
The detected events originated mainly from the inelastic p(d,d')Nir(n) reaction and elastic
backward p(d,p)d scattering [16], as seen in Fig. 5. The elastic process was unambiguously
identified by detecting the recoil proton in SPES4 (pp ~ 2.93 GeV/c) in coincidence with the
scattered deuteron in the FS (pd — 0.8 GeV/c). It provided useful information for the calibration
of the setup [14], [13]. The data on the p(d,p)d tensor analyzing power, obtained in the present
experiment and published in [16], agree very well with the existing world data [17], [18]. For the
inelastic process p(d,d')X, X = Nn(n), the scattered deuterons were detected by SPES4, while
the charged products of the decay of the intermediate system X were registered by the forward
spectrometer.

The calculated missing mass was used for the identification of the reaction channels:

mx
2 = (Pd + Ptarget - P'd ~ Pchf',

where Pch = (Ech-.Pch) is the 4-momentum of the charged particle detected in the FS, 7r+ or
proton; Ptarget = {mtarget, 0,0, 0). The particles in the FS were identified by time of flight (TOF)
and energy loss (ADC) measurements. The two-dimentional plots of the TOF versus the energy
loss, TOF versus the particle momentum, ADC versus the particle momentum were constructed
for each counter of the FS hodoscope and the selection criteria were chosen separately for each
counter and for each setting (see an example of such distributions in Fig. 6) . Note that the
probability to misidentify a 7r+ as protons or a proton as a 7r+ increases with increasing particle
momentum. Particles with momenta below 0.7 GeV/c can be identified unambiguously. For
particles with momenta above 0.7 GeV/c the possibility of different identification was considered
separately by the missing mass calculations.

We analyzed events in which one charged particle was detected by the FS and the scattered
deuteron by the SPES4. A specific feature of the experiment was that the secondary particles
from different reactions populate different angular and momentum regions. In Fig. 7(b,c,d,e,f)
the regions of kinematical variables accepted by the setup for all considered reactions are pre-
sented. These regions were mapped with a Monte-Carlo simulation using phase space distribu-
tions of the particles, with cuts implied by the setup boundaries and the trigger conditions. The
sizes of the FS holes were enlarged in the data analysis in order to eliminate random triggers
and were set at 18x13 cm2 in the chambers and 25x30 cm2 in the hodoscope.

The choice of the experimental cuts for the channel selection was verified by the Monte-Carlo
calculations.

If the particle registered in the FS was identified as a positive pion, the missing mass distri-
bution should have a peak close to the neutron mass corresponding to the dp —>• dmr+ reaction
and a broader structure at higher mass corresponding to the reaction dp —» dNir+ir.

If the particle registered in the FS was identified as a proton then the missing mass distri-
bution should have a peak close to the ir° mass corresponding to the dp —> dpn° reaction and a
broader distribution at higher corresponding to the dp —> dp-irir reaction.

The 7r~ were not considered due to low acceptance for ir~ registration by the FS.
The results of Ayy and Ay measurements are presented in Table III. The errors shown there

are only statistical.

A. One-pion production channels

dp —¥ dmr^ reaction
Figure 8 shows the selection of events from dp —> dnir+ reaction. Positive pions from this



reaction were detected by the FS. For each setting of the SPES4 spectrometer the region of the
corresponding 4-momentum transfer squared t was divided into three equal parts (bins). In Fig. 9
the missing mass squared spectra corresponding to the unobserved neutron from dnn+ final state
are shown for each \t\ bin for both tensor polarization states. The corresponding spectra taken
with "empty target" measurements were subtracted. The background from misidentification
(very small) was fitted by a polynomial and subtracted. Similar spectra were obtained for all
three settings of SPES4.

In Fig. 10(a,b,c) the tensor analyzing power Ayy, vector analyzing power Ay and the false
asymmetry AQ are presented for this reaction as a function of the mean \t\ value of the bin. The
regions covered by the SPES4 settings, (Ap^/pd — ±4%) overlapped (Fig. 4), so it is possible
to compare the values of the polarization observables measured at different settings of the spec-
trometer. From Fig. 10(a) one can see that these measurements are consistent, and then the
average values of Ayv were taken for each |£|, Fig. 10(d). A similar method was used for all other
reaction channels.
dp —> dpir0 reaction
In Fig. 11 the selection of events from the dp —*• dpn° channel is shown for the SPES4 spectrom-
eter setting 2.94 GeV/c when protons were detected in the FS. Similar plots were obtained for
settings 2.85 GeV/c and 3.04 GeV/c. In Fig. ll(a) the spot near zero missing mass squared cor-
responds to dp —> dpir® reaction; the other events are from the dp —> dpmr and from misidentified
positive pions from the reaction dp —> drm+. In Fig. ll(b) the two-dimensional distribution of
the proton horizontal emission angle (9X) and momentum is shown; the rectangle in the lower
left corner indicates the selection criteria for the events from the dp —s- dpw° reaction. In the
bottom part of the Fig. 11 the distributions of the missing mass squared are shown: Fig. ll(c)
represents the one without application of the selection criteria, Fig. ll(d) shows the one for
protons with 6X < —0.7 rad and pp < 0.5 GeV/c. A clear signal for ir° events was selected for
this part of the proton spectra.

The calculated range of the accepted proton momenta and angles is shown in Fig. 7(c).
It consists of two parts, with pp < 0.5 and pp > 0.7 GeV/c. Only events with momenta
pp < 0.5 GeV/c could be identified reliably. For this reaction it was impossible to distinguish
the events with momenta pv > 0.7 GeV/c from the strong background of misidentified events;
consequently these events were rejected.

In Fig. 10(d,e,f) the tensor analyzing power Ayy, vector analyzing power Ay and false asym-
metry Ao are presented. Because of the lack of statistics for this channel, only the mean value
of |i| for each setting is taken.
Ayy angular and i-dependence for the one-pion channels
In general the amplitude for dp —> dNn reaction depends on the momenta and angles of all
outgoing particles, but under the kinematical conditions of this experiment, when the scattered
deuterons are detected at angles close to 0° and Meff is directly related witla t, the tensor ana-
lyzing power Ayy is a function of two independent variables only: the horizontal pion emission
angle 6^ and t.

Ayy (Ox, t) is presented in Table III as a function of both variables (?„- and t. It is interesting
to study the Ayy dependence upon 8^ or t separately, integrating over the accepted values of
the other variable. The Ayy dependencies upon t and on 6* are presented in. Fig. 10(d,h).

Events from the reactions dp —> dmr+ and dp -> dpn° detected in the SPES4-7T spectrometer
populate different regions of pion emission angles 6n (Fig. 13). The width of the accepted angular
region for dp -» dpv° is narrow. On the contrary for the dp —> dnn+ channel it is rather broad
and can be divided into three equal parts. The mean value of (?„• over the bin was taken. In
Fig. 10(h) the dependence of Ayy upon 6n (for positive pion from dp —> dmr+ and for neutral pion
from dp —> dpw°) reactions is presented. Three points for dp —> dnrc+ and one for dp -> dpw° are



shown. All possible values of \t\ are included, which is equivalent to integration over the whole
|t|-range. It is seen in this figure that the Ayy values are almost the same for the points with
similar absolute values of 9V; Ayy is an even smooth function of 9^, as expected.

If we plot Ayy as a function of \t\ only (which corresponds to the integration over the pion
emission angles allowed by the setup, i.e. -36° < #„.+ < 6° for dnir+ and 6° < B^o < 36° for
dpn° final states) the values of Ayy for both dp —> dNir channels with the same |t| values are
essentially different (Fig. 10(d)). This is due to the different 8^ range selected in both cases.
Ay angular and ^-dependence for the one-pion channels
Similarly to Ayy, the one pion asymmetry, Ay, for dp —> dNn shows a strong angular dependence
(Fig. 10(g)). It is an odd function of the angle, consistent with 0 at zero pion emission angles.
The Ay angular dependence seems to be understood qualitatively if one takes into account that
in collinear kinematics (d' are detected at about zero-angle) the reaction plane is determined by
the momentum vector of a secondary particle and the incoming beam direction; therefore when
they are almost collinear (9^ ~ 0), the reaction plane becomes undefined.

Ay as a function of |t|, integrated over the pion emission angles allowed by the setup, has a
different signs for the dp —> dnn^~ and dp —» dpir® channels at the same \t\ values (Fig. 10(b,e)).
This is a consequence of the different 9W range selected.

The dependence of Ay on #„• and t is presented in Table III; for each bin of 9^ the mean
value of \t\ for the whole setting is given.

B Two-pion production channels

Channels selection
In this experiment the events from the reaction channels with two pions in the final state are
selected when either TT+ or proton were detected in the FS. The case when it~ were detected by
the FS was not considered due to low acceptance for 7r~ registration (Fig 7(f)).

In Fig. 8(b) the missing mass squared spectrum for events from dp —> diW+7r~ with ir+

detected in the FS is shown. The selection criteria are complementary to those used for dp —>
dnir+ with pion momentum < 0.5 GeV/c and angle #„• < 0 (see Fig. 4).
Ayy and Ay ^-dependence for the two-pions channels
In Fig. 12 the tensor analyzing power Ayy, vector analyzing power Ay and the false asymmetry
J4O are presented for the two-pion production channels as functions of t. For the experimental
conditions of this experiment the scattered deuterons were detected in SPES4 and only one
charged particle among the secondaries was detected in the FS. For the reaction dp -> dNmr it
corresponds to the integration over all possible angles of the non-registered particles. From this
point of view in both cases, with registration of 7r+ or p, there is no defined reaction plane (in
contrast with the dp —> dNir reactions), and therefore there is no reason to expect a dependence
of Ayy and Ay on $„•; moreover the vector analyzing power Ay for these channels is close to zero
Fig. 12(b,e).

The data for Ayy were obtained in both ways: when w+ was detected in the FS or when
proton was detected in the FS; the results coincide.

C. Comparision of ^-dependence of Ayy for one- and two-pion production channels

The difference between the tensor analyzing power Ayv for the reaction dp -» dmr+ and for
the channels with two pions in the final state is not significant (Fig. 14 and Table III). They
actually differ only at the point with the maximum \t\, £=-0.225 (GeV/c)2. It was expected
that two pions final state corresponds to the pure Roper signal, while for one pion final state
both resonances (Roper and A) give a contribution. In the low |i| region the A excitation in
the projectile dominates in inclusive dp —> dX (Fig. 4) [5]. The absence of a difference between



Ayy for one and two pions final states may be an indication that Ayy is affected mostly by the
deuteron form factors and that its sensitivity to the structure of the excited baryon is weak.

The other possible interpretation of the absence of a difference is that in the exclusive
experiment the selectivity of the acceptance to the registration of the A and TV* decay products
might be different. The theoretical consideration of the A resonance excitation in p(p,p)mr+

reaction and the angular distribution of its decay products performed in |20] support this idea,
but the detailed study for the A excitation in deuteron is needed.

In Fig. 14 the data for these reaction channels are compared with the existing world data
from the inclusive p(d, <i')X scattering. A,jy of the inclusive data demonstrate an approximate
scaling in \t\, but the points corresponding to the exclusive measurements are higher than the
inclusive ones when taken at about the same beam momentum (pd =4.5 GeV/c). This feature
can be understood if our setup is more selective to the N* signal, as compared to the inclusive
data where a relative contribution of A is larger.

V CONCLUSIONS

Tensor and vector analyzing powers for the reactions dp -*• dnn+, dp -> dp-n0, dp -> dNirir were
measured in the energy region of the Roper N(1440) resonance excitation as functions of the
deuteron 4-momentum transfer squared in the t range, —0.28 < t < —0.07 (GeV/c)2, of the
effective mass of the subsystems (iW), (Nmr), 1.33 <Mejf < 1.48 GeV/c2, and of the pion
emission angle. The results are presented in Table III and in Figs. 10, 12, 14.

The results of this experiment show two interesting features:
• taken as a function of t, one and two pions production channels have the same values of Ayy

within statistical uncertainty;
• compared to the world data at the nearest beam energy on inclusive p(d, d')X, the exclusive
Ayy data are systematically higher than the inclusive ones when taken at about the same beam
momentum.

The simplest possible interpretation of the first point is that the exclusive reaction in the
kinematics of this experiment is fully dominated by the Roper. The second point can be ex-
plained by hypothesizing that the integration over the full phase space of the missing mass
in (d,d') allows some other contribution which lowers Ayy somewhat. The A comes to mind
because it is so overwhelming in this momentum range.
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Table III.

t (GeV/c)2

-0.28 < * < -0.14
-0.28 < t < -0.14
-0.28 < t < -0.14

-0.22 < t < -0.1
-0.22 < t < -0.1
-0.22 < t < -0.1

-0.17 < t < -0.07
-0.17 < t < -0.07
-0.17 < t < -0.07

-0.28 < t < -0.14
-0.22 < t < -0.1
-0.17 < t < -0.07

Spin-dependent observables Ayy and Ay.

< |t| > (GeV/c)2 ^ (deg)

dp ->

0.22 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.03

0.19±0.05
0.19±0.05
0.19±0.05

0.15±0.05
0.15±0.05
0.15±0.05

0.12±0.05
0.12±0.05
0.12±0.05

dp —

0.19 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.02

dnir+, 7r+ is detected in the FS

-36° < $„+ < 6°
-36" < dn+ < 6"
-36° < 8,,+ < 6°
-36° < 6W+ < 6"
-36° < 6^+ < 6°

0° < 0^+ < 8°
-10° < 6>̂ + < 0°

-38° < 6W+ < -18°

0° < 8n+ < 8°
-10° < 8^+ < 0°

-38° < 8^+ < -18°

0° < 8n+ < 8°
-10° < 8W+ < 0°

-38° < 8W+ < -18°

y dpir0, p is detected in the

6° < 8vo < 36°
6° < 8^0 < 36°
6° < &„<, < 36°

0.516
0.327
0.294
0.254
0.181

0.349
0.262
0.525

0.307
0.259
0.411

0.268
0.123
0.425

FS

0.428
0.521
0.374

dp -* dNn+n, TT+ is detected in the FS

0.22 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.03

dp -»

0.22 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.03

-56" < 6^+ < 0°
-56° < &„+ < 0°
-56° < 6^+ < 0°
-56° < 8n+ < 0°
-56° < 8W+ < 0°

dpirir, p is detected in the

-60° < ^(-,+,0) < 60°
-60° < #^(-,+,0) < 60°
-60° < ^(-,+,0) < 60"
-60° < e^-,+,0) < 60°
-60° < ^(-,+,o, < 60°

0.314
0.438
0.382
0.259

0.21

FS

0.351
0.373
0.317
0.250
0.193

Ay

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

0.081
0.046
0.032
0.037
0.066

0.062
0.068
0.083

0.056
0.048
0.065

0.079
0.052
0.098

0.120
0.076
0.065

0.089
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.17

0.054
0.038
0.028
0.028
0.050

-0.004
0.107
0.091
0.196
0.247

-0.01]
0.051
0.161

-0.033
0.130
0.234

-0.041
0.197
0.298

-0.204
-0.115
-0.144

0.031
0.005
0.048
0.053
-0.10

0.026
0.046
0.036
0.036
0.005

Ay

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±
±
±

±

±
±
±
±

0.078
0.044
0.031
0.036
0.064

: 0.06
0.06
0.08

0.055
0.045
0.064

0.072
0.051
0.091

0.110
0.071
0.061

0.086
0.060
0.046
0.060
0.16

0.048
0.036
0.026
0.027
0.048
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c) d)

Figure 1: Basic diagrams contributing to p(d, d')Nir(w) reaction a) A or N* resonance excitation
"in the deuteron"; b) Roper excitation in the deuteron; c), d) Roper excitation in the target.
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1
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V
\i
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effective mass of NftOcJaystem, GeV/c1

Figure 2: The missing mass Mx (the effective mass N 7r(7r)) versus 4-momentum transfer |<| at
the deuteron beam momentum of 3.73 GeV/c. The dashed area represents the region covered
in this experiment.

Lateral
Spectrometer

Ta SPES 4

Q Q

TETHYS

Forward Collimator Intermediate Final
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Figure 3: SPES4-7T setup.
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2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6

deutrons pd, GeV/c

Figure 4: Momentum spectrum of the scattered deuterons. The distribution is generated ac-
cording with [21]. Regions, covered by the setup acceptance corresponding to the different spec-
trometer settings, with the central momenta of scattered deuterons of 2.85 GeV/c, 2.94 GeV/c
and 3.04 GeV/c are indicated. Dashed region corresponds to the Roper resonance excitation.

6000 |

5000 -1

4000 -j

3000

2000
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"E PL
E+

E*i

a
E+ 0

6 E
E

E
E 0
E+

-

v . , . . . . ,

J - 4 particle momentum, GeV/c-

Figure 5: Experimental plot of "momentum in SPES4" (GeV/c) - "time of flight in SPES4"
(ns). A: deuterons in the SPES4 from inelastic p(d,d!) (the big "mountain"), B: protons from
p(d,p)d (the small peak), C: protons from the p(d,p)pn reactions (the tail of the small peak).
These regions are well separated.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

p, GeV/c
0.5 1 1.5

num. Gev/c

Figure 6: The plots for the particle identifica-
tion for the FS hodoscope counter number 3
at the SPES4 setting 2.94 GeV/c. a) time of
flight (TDC) versus amplitude (ADC) in the FS
counter, both in arbitrary units, b) ADC ver-
sus the charged particle momentum, c) TDC
versus the charged particle momentum.

Figure 7: Acceptance of the setup for differ-
ent reaction channels, calculated using GEANT
package, d' is accepted by the SPES4. Events
were generated by phase space simulation code
GENBOD. a) Momentum versus the horizon-
tal emission angle of deuterons accepted by the
SPES4. b), c), d), e), f) Momentum versus the
horizontal emission angle of the charged parti-
cle from dp -> dNir(it) reactions accepted by
the FS.
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Figure 8: Experimental missing mass squared
distributions for dp —> dNir+(n) channels when
7r+ is detected by the FS at the central momen-
tum of SPES4 equal to 2.94 GeV/c. a) Miss-
ing mass squared distribution for all selected
events from dp —> dNn+{-n). Dotted line cor-
responds to the events from dmt+. b) Miss-
ing mass squared distribution for events from
dNTr+ir. The pictures (c, d, e, f, g) represent
the missing mass squared versus momentum of
TT+ distributions for different intervals of t. The
pictures (c, e, h) represent the distributions
for the left part of the X-chambers; the pic-
tures (d, f, g) represent the distributions for
the right one. The cuts on the momentum of
7T+ for the selection of events from dmr+ were
chosen for each interval of t and for each part
of the X-chambers separately (solid arrows in
the Figs.(c, d, e, f, g, h)).

Figure 9: Experimental missing mass squared
distributions for dp -+ dmr+ channel when TT+

is detected by the FS at the central momen-
tum of SPES4 equal to 2.94 GeV/c. Solid line:
the positive tensorial polarisation of the beam;
dashed line: the negative tensorial polarisation.
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Figure 10: Data for the spin-dependent observables Ayy and Ay versus t and 8n for one pion
production channels. Squares: the setting corresponding to the central momentum of SPBS4
3.04 GeV/c; triangles: 2.94 GeV/c; stars: 2.85 GeV/c; a) Tensor analyzing power Ayy versus \t\,
for each setting separately, b) Vector analyzing power Ay versus |t|, for each setting separately,
c) False assymmetry AQ versus \t\, for each setting separately, d) Mean values of Ayy for dnir+,
7r+ detected by the FS (triangles); Ayy for dpw°, p detected by the FS (filled circles), e) Vector
analyzing power Ay for dpir0 channel, f) False asymmetry AQ for dpir0 channel, g) Mean values
of Ayy for dnn+ (triangles) and Ayy for dpn° (filled circles) versus the horizontal emission angle
of the pion in the lab. system, h) Mean values of Ay for dnix+ (triangles) and Ay for dp%" (filled
circles) versus the horizontal emission angle of the pion in the lab. system.
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dp ->dp7t°(7:), p in the FS

-0.05

'•
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•*vt t

, , , 1 . . 1 I . , .

0.4 0.6 0.8 1
proton momentum, GeV/c

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
proton momentum, GeV/c

missing mass sq., (GeV/c ) missing mass sq., (GeV/c )

Figure 11: Experimental distributions for dp -» dp-n{it) reaction, when the protons were regis-
tered in the FS at the central momentum of SPES4 equal 2.94 GeV/c. a) Missing mass squared
versus the proton momentum, b) Horizontal emission angle versus the proton momentum, c)
The missing mass squared for dp —>• dpn(n) reaction (without cuts), d) The missing mass
squared of 7r°.
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Figure 12: Data on the spin-dependent observablos Ayy, Ay and AQ for two-pion final states.
In all the panels: Squares: the setting corresponding to the central momentum of SPES4
3.04 GeV/c; triangles: 2.94 GeV/c; stars: 2.85 GeV/c; a), b), c) for dNir+n, when n+ is
detected by the FS. a) Tensor analyzing power Ayy. b) Vector analyzing power Ay. c) False
assymetry AQ. A) , e), f) for dpirv, when p detected by the FS. d) Tensor analyzing power A,,,,.
e) Vector analyzing power Ay. f) False assymetry AQ. g) Mean values of A,/,, for dNir+ir (empty
diamonds), 7r+ detected by FS; Ayy for dpnn (filled circles), protons detected by FS.
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Figure 13: Monte Carlo simulation of the reaction channels: dp —> dpifi ; dp -> dmr+: mo-
mentum versus the horizontal emission angle of a secondary particle. Events were generated by
phase space simulation code GENBOD. Scattered deuterons are accepted by the SPES4.
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Figure 14:
Comparison of the tensor analyzing power Ayv for p(d, d')X (world data [6]) with results

of this experiment for the reactions dp —¥ dnir+ and dp —> dpirn. World data: squares
Pd = Q GeV/c, circles pd = 5.5 GeV/c, diamonds pa = 4.5 GeV/c.
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Малинина Л.В. и др. Е1-2001-36
Анализирующие способности неупругого dp -рассеяния в области
энергий возбуждения дельта-изобары и роперовского резонанса

Изучение неупругого рассеяния поляризованных дейтронов с импульсом
3,73 ГэВ/с на протонах в области энергий возбуждения роперовского резо-
нанса N*(1440) и Д(1232) было проведено в эксклюзивном эксперименте
с использованием спектрометра SPES4-7I в Национально»! лаборатории
SATURNE (Сакле, Франция).

Тензорная и векторная анализирующие способности пионмого рождения
для реакций d+p-^>d+n+n+, d+p->d+p +n°, d+p-*d +N +тпс были измере-
ны как функции квадрата переданного четырехимпульса t, эффективной мас-
сы подсистем (Nn), (Nnn) и угла вылета пиона. Наблюдалась сильная зависи-
мость этих анализирующих способностей от угла вылета пиона.

Было обнаружено, что значения Ауу для рассматриваемых каналов реак-
ции систематически больше ближайших по энергии пучка известных мировых
данных для инклюзивной реакции p(d,d')X.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ и в Националь-
ной лаборатории SATURNE (Сакле, Франция).

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 2001

Malinina L.V. et al. El-2001-36
Analyzing Powers of Inelastic dp -Scattering in the Energy Region
of Delta and Roper Resonances Excitation

A study of inelastic scattering of polarized 3.73 GeV/c deuterons on protons
in the energy region of the Roper N* (1440) and the Д(1232) resominces excitation
has been performed in an exclusive experiment at LNS (Laboratoire National
SATURNE, Saclay, France) using the SPES4-7I setup.

Tensor and vector analyzing powers of pion production for the reactions
d +/?—»d+n+n+, d+p->d+p +n; , d+p-> d+N +nn have been measured as
functions of the squared deuteron 4-momentum transfer t, of the effective mass
of the subsystems (Nn), (Nnn) and of the pion emission angle. A strong depen-
dence of these analyzing powers upon the pion emission angle is observed.

It is found that .A ̂  values for the considered reaction channels; are systemati-
cally larger than the known inclusive p (d, d') X world data at the nearest beam en-
ergy.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of ¡High Energies,
JINR and at the LNS (Laboratoire National SATURNE, Saclay, France).
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